Grand Sonata in F Major for Solo Piano
Maria F. Parke

Edited by Barbara Harbach
Maria F. Parke was born in London 1772-73 and died there in 1822. She was known as a pianist and
composer. Her father and teacher, John Parke, was an oboist. She made her debut as both a singer and
pianist when she was nine years old. She was well-known as a singer and performed in London and
throughout England. Haydn wrote to her father: "I tack me the liberty to Send for the Mistris Park a little
Sonat'." As was typical in her era, she gave up her musical career when she married John Beardmore in 1815.
Her extant compositions include 3 Grand Sonatas for the piano, Op. 1 (1799), 2 Grand Sonatas for the
piano with violin accompaniment ad lib, Op. 2 (ca 1800), Divertimento and Military Rondo for the piano
(ca. 1807), as well as several vocal songs.
The title page of the edition reads as follows: Three Grand SONATAS, for the Piano-Forte with additional Keys. Dedicated to Mrs. Bruere Composed by MISS PARKE. Op. lma. Pr. 8 s. London. Printed
for the Author No. 84 St. Martins Lane. Published by Broderip & Wilkinson No. 13 Hay market. Entered at
Stationer Hall MP.
These Three Grand Sonatas by Maria Parke are well-developed three-movement sonatas typical of the
London sonata style as seen in the keyboard works of Muzio Clementi. Her harmonic language shows
Romantic inclinations. The sonatas contain a variety of rhythms, scalar passages, broken-chord accompaniment patterns, encompassing the whole range of the keyboard, hand crossings, sequences, phrase
repetitions, melodic inventiveness, and folk-like melodies. The keys for the sonatas are F Major, E-flat,
and D respectively. The first movements are in sonata form, and the second movements are a ternary
form. The second movement keys of Sonatas II and III are in the subdominant key, while Sonata 1 is in the
relative minor. The last movements are lilting rondo forms.
These sonatas for piano by Maria Parke are ensured an interesting position in the realm of keyboard
music. They are inventive, charming, and give a glimpse of musical style in the transition period from the
Classical to the Romantic. Performers, teachers, and students will enjoy these additions to the
repertoire.
Editor's Note: This performing edition is an Urtext in which few ornaments, phrasing, articulation, or
dynamics have been added to the score that were not originally provided by the composer. Each
performer may determine these details following the composer's indications. However, the editor has
unified ornaments, phrasing, articulation, and dynamics within passages or in restatements except
where the composer clearly wanted variety with each recurrence. Likewise, obvious harmonic uniformity
was provided by the editor (for example, where chromatic alterations were not carried out consistently in
the original edition within passages or chords). Unnecessary accidentals were omitted, and the notation
was altered occasionally to conform to modern standards.
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